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They found that players can behave altruistically to maintain the
Earth's climate given the right set of circumstances. The first ingredi-
ent of cooperation was information. The students were morealtruistic
when provided with expert information describing the current state of
knowledge in climate research. Furthermore, if players were allowed
to make their contributions publicly instead of anonymously, personal
investments in climate protection increased substantially. The reputa-
tion effect wassurprisingly strong, according to Milinski. Peoplereally

do like to be seen to do the right thing.

THE CLIMATE GAME

In an elegant experiment, Milinski and his team came up withanother
insight into what motivates people to give the commons due respect.
This time the game was conducted over ten rounds with sixplayers to
show how to deal with dangerous climate change. They organized the
game to studywhether a gronp can reach a collective target through
individual sacrifices, when everybody is sure to suffer if they don't

achieve their target.
This gamescenario is most realistiCif we allow levels of greenhouse

gases to continue to rise at the currentrate. Many of the extrapolations
assume a smooth rise in the risk ofmishapas levels of carbon dioxide rise.
But there aresome, such as the fatherof Gaia theory, JamesLovelock,
who have expressedconcerns abourabrupt change if the climatecrosses
certain rhresholdsand undergoes fast,itreversible transitions. For exam-
ple, the deepcirculation in the AtlanticOcean could collapse,switching
off the warmercurrents that help keepwinters mild in Britain.

In an extreme case of a climate flip, the temperature in northwest-
ern Europe could fall up to 5 degreesCelsius. A version of this scenario
was populatized in Roland Emmerich's film The Day After Tomorrow,
where a change in ocean currenr circulation caused by globalwarming
triggers snowstorms in New Delhi, tornadoes in Los Angeles,and ice
sheets that move faster than a mancan run. This is wildlyoverthe top.
In reality, such changes would occurover decades. Even so,by the stan-
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210 SuperCooperators

dards of evolution and geologic history it is an eyeblink. Even if these

climate lurches never come to pass, some societies are highly vulnerable

to even modest levels of climate change. Poor nations and communi-

ties areparticularly at risk of disruption, fram major migrations to wars

over precious resources, such aswater.
Against this vivid backdrap of what losing the Climate game really

means, all players start out with 40 euros in their private accounts. In
each round, players can transfer0,2, or 4 euros into a"climate account."
One can think of their investment as being equivalent to giving up

flying, leaving the car at home to walk to the local grocery store, or
abandoning other activities that drive climate change. Note that this

particularClimate game is not identical to a classical public goods game
but a variant on that theme with different rules. In the former, there is

no incentive to give anything (as game theorisrs say, the Nash equilib-

rium is to give nothing). In Milinski's game, if everyone gives exactly
2 euras in each round then there is no incentive to deviare from this.

Theplayers were told that after ten rounds the game would end and

a computer would tally up rhe climate account. The ream would win

if the climate account contained at least 120 euros. That would mean,

giventhere are six players, that each one had to contribute an average of
2 eurosper round. 1f they did this, the money they'd contributed would

be the equivalent of bringing carbon dioxide emissions to safe levels,
and thus saving the world. As a bonus, each player received whatever is
left in his private account, which works out ar 20 euros. In rhe simplest

variant of the game, losing means that nobody gets anything. They go
home empry-handed. However, at least they have a home to go to. (If
welosethe real climate game thar may not be the case.) But, of course,

they can invest nothing and hope others make up the shortfall. After
eachround, they would be told how much was invested, but if rhe tally

suggestedsomeone had not paid his fair share, no one would be able to

figureout who had h h d h .S ortc ange t e climate account.
Tomake the ga . I h d h eo . . me easier to pay, and to analyze, rhe players a t re

choices Milinskj I ifi d h 0 " If.' c assi e t e mvestmenrs of 0 2 or 4 euras as se ~
Ish)""fair" and "al .." ' ,o 0' trtnstir, Stepping back from the game for a moment,
It IS easy to transl t tho 0 d ba e IS into something relevant to the climate e ate.
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At the time-pre Barack Obama's moreenlightened policy on climate
change-that the paper came out, the United States would count as
"free riders" whodid the equivalent ofcontributing nothing, theUnited
Kingdom played"fair," and France andSwedenwould be "altruists."
So if all playersalways play fair, then the climate account willreach

exactly 120 euros, the climate will be saved,and every playerwillkeep
20 euros in his private account, Nore that if one player contributes
more, then he will have less income in the end, If one playercontrib-
utes less, then the target will not be reachedand the expected income
for all will be much lower, This is an example of a Nash equilibrium,
wherein playerslook for outcomes inwhich each player ismakingan
optimal choice, given the choices the other players are making,
People, however,may not stick to the Nash solution, Thereis an

incentive to contribute less and hope that others will, in turn, com-
pensate, If one player invests 0 in one round and is a free rider,then
another player must be altruistic and invest4 for the total sumto stay
on target. This aspect of the game addsa little twist: the freeridersnow
have to rely on the altruists to savetheclimate. They think rharbygiv-
ing nothing they can force others to donate,But without the altruists,
the free riders risk losing their moneyroo. So we come to the conclu-
sion that without altruists there is no incentive to free ride,Without

saints, there areno sinners.
To take into account the uncertainties of real life-and thereare

indeed many when it comes to climatechange, including "unknown
unknowns"-the game came in threeversions,where losing ledto a 10,
50, and 90 percent chance of disaster,In the latter, if playersfailedto
invest 120 eurosoverall, Milinski devisedthe game so that therecould
be a 90 percent chance that the climateis lost and thus a 90 percent
chance that all the players lose all of rheir money-the moneyin the
climate account and in their personalaccounts too. That meantthat
there was a one in ten chance that theplayers could take theirmoney
home even if the climate account didnot reach its targer.
When the game was played by tengroups of six students with the

90 percent chanceof disaster, half succeeded,Those groupSwhofailed
h d

' hei Iimate accountafter
a accumulated 113 euros on averageIn t eir c
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212 SuperCooperators

ten rounds.Ironically, some of rhe groups came veryclose to the target
but fellslightly short. Players rended ro experiment with gamesman-
ship at firsr,so that the group losesmore and more ground. By the final
rounds,there's usually little theycan do to recover from the deficit.
Hereis a typical example of how the games playedout. After eight

roundsofone particular game,the climate account contained 90 euros.
In rheninth round, to save rheworld, four of the sixplayers conrrib-
uredthemaximum amount of4 euros each. The two temaining players
werefreeriders. In the final round, one of the free riders contributed
2 euroswhile the other remained stingy. Three of rhe altruists gave 2
eUfOSeach. They needed 14 eUfOSbut only came up with 8. It seems
that the altruists felt that they had already contributed enough. The
morivesof the free riders wereunclear. The final amount came ro 114

euros.Everything was lost.
Whathappened when the linkbetween playing thegame and wreck-

ing theplanet was more remore?In one version therewas a 50 percent
chancethat the climate wouldbe lost if the target sumwas not reached
(wherehanging on to your money pays out as well as the fair strat-
egy).In the second version, designed to encourage even riskier behav-
ior,therewas only a 10 percentchance the world isdoomed (when rhe
rationalstrategy is to hang on to your 40 euros, sincethis pays our 36
eUfOSover ten experiments compared with the fair strategy,which only
yields20).
What happened this time' Milinski found rhar only one of ten

groupsreached the targer in rhe50 percent version and nor a single one
of tengroups succeeded in saving rhe world in the 10 percent version.
Thisoutcome is not surprising because in both cases there is no rational

incentive to invest in the climate accoun t. In fact, it is astonishing that
in thesecircumstances peopleinvesred any money ar all in saving the
world.Yet in the 50 percentand 10 percent treatments, people donared
on average92 euros and 73 euros, respectively. Theseinvestmenrs may
havebeen the consequence of a "framing effect"-parricipants were
toldthat the game was about saving the climate and thus the world.
Theconclusion is heartening in one sense: people arewilling to gamble
forthe climate. But the findingsare depressing in another: unless they
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fully realize rhe extent to which the planetis in peril, people willfailto

do enough to saveit.

GAME THEORY CAN SAVETHE WORLD

Much effort has been invested in trying to work out how to protect
commons. Elinor Ostrom, who is affiliatedwith Indiana andArizona
State universities, has looked at rhe role of sanctions in tending
commons, whether fish stocks or pastures-what she calls common-
pool resources, or CPRs. Based on real-world evidence she amassed
on the managemenr of common pools,she concluded more rolerable
outcomes atise when users themselves devise rules and enforcement
mechanisms. But she concluded that sancrions should be graduated,
mild for a first violation and stricter as violarions are repeated,Her
pioneering insights into how to resolveconflicts led to her sharingthe

Nobel Prize in Economics in 2009.
In this chapter, we have shown an alternative to rhe use of punish-

ment and sanctions. One fundamerual conclusion drawn byMilinski
and his team is that the public must bewell informed about therisksof
climate change, Ordinary people must have a reasonable understand-
ing of what is going on with the globalecosystem. If rhe publicismis-
led into thinking that the risk is small,then they will not cooperate.If
people know that the risk is high, then theywill be much moreinclined

to club together ro curb climare change,
The role of scientisrs must be ro provide honest, reliable informa-

tion. If they embellish and inflate the risk, then there is a dangerrhar
they will lose rhe confidence of the public. To cry wolf can turn our
to be as damaging as underplaying the risks. There are manywhofeel
that the dangersofBSE ("mad cow"disease),AIDS, and swineHuwere
exaggerated (and, of course, rhere aremany experts who rightlycoun-
ter these arguments by pointing out that the death tolls wouldhave
been much worse if they had underplayed the risks). Like someother
highly charged aspeers of science, suchasembryonic stem celltesearch,
germ line gene therapy, and conservation, passionate advocatesmust
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take care not to spin and distort, even if they mean to back a good

cause. They must accept the results of good quality research and peer-

reviewed srudies, even if they undermine their beliefs. They must focus

on the positive effects of climate change as much as the negative.
There is a related issue: public understanding of science. Many cli-

mate change predictions are couched in terms of risks and probabili-
ries. They rest on making certain assumptions. When presenting this

information to a public that is hazy about the difference between cli-

mate and weather, or finds it hard to work out a percentage, even a
clear,carefully drafted message can be misinterpreted. There is evidence

in Britain, fot example, that careless presen ration of seasonal forecasts

harmed public confidence in the predictions.
Transmitting the message with high fidelity is crucial. As Hardin

realized,although we must invent environmental solutions, from wind
power to fusion energy, only behavioral solurions can save us in the

long run. We must learn how to cooperate on a global scale, to respect

the needs of others, and to avoid an excessively wasteful lifestyle, where

everyone "just fires away," asHardin put it. Today, we need to avoid a

culturewhere everyone "just drives away,"
One way that we can become more familiar with the Tragedy of the

Commons is for us all to play the kinds of games devised by Milinski.
Let'sdo it at company retreats, at schools, and in the home. Let's devise

a fun version for the web. We all need ro get the feel for being involved
in a global-scaled "collective-risk social dilemma" and learn strategies

for its solution.
Cynics may sneer at the prospect of applying the findings of ideal-

ized experiments to the real world. Admittedly, the scale of the real

thing is daunting. The group playing this climate "game" consists of7
billion individuals. The real climate game does not consist of rounds.

No one knows how well we are doing when it comes to curbing carbon
dioxideemissions. And, indeed, experiments conducted by Milinski on

p~blic goods games suggest that the more players there are, the harder
1t IS to cooperate.

l~this respect at least, there seems to be a ray of hope: all the big
decisions ate made by relativity small groups of politicians, such as
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the G8 leadets, the heads of the Group ofEight forum, who represent
the governments of eight nations of thenorthern hemisphere: Canada,
France, Getmany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. Perhaps this small number improves our chanceofcoop-
eration. And because they are not relativelynaive biology students,but
sophisticated well-advised politicians, perhaps the outlook is eveoros-
ier. Milinski has done experimenrs to iovestigare this theory, but alas,
placing rhe fare of the Earth in the handsof a few politicians doesnor
seem to make much difference. He explains:"The politicians lostour in
our games becausepeople wanted rhemto invest less rhan otherpoliti-
cians did for their countries. Those whoinvested rheir country'smoney
to help rescue the climare lost their reputation within their country."
However, let'sreturn to a point raisedby the game that generatedthe

advertisement. The players were mote cooperative if their peerscould
see how generous they were. It sounds glib, but reputation is a very
powerful force. In fact, it is much morepowerful force than manyof
us-realize, one that has been harnessed acrosshuman societiesformil-
lennia.

THE POWER OF REPUTATION

On each landing, opposite the lift-shaft, the poster with the enormous
face gazed from the wall. It was one of thosepictures which are so con-

trived that the eyes follow you about whenyou move. BIG BROTHER

IS WATCHING YOU, the caption beneath it ran.
-George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four

Totem poles are monuments to the power of reputation. Theyare
erected fat various reasons, from the mortuary poles raised in honor
of a person who has perished, to memorial poles that commemorate
important occasions. Some of the decotations are recognizable,from
frog to beaver, raven, wolf, bear, eagle,and human; others aremo:~
mystenous, varying hugely from family to family, clan to clan,a
place to place in the Pacific Notlhwest of North America. Thefaces
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216 SuperCooperators

on the poles can be dramatic, with open mouth and bared teeth. They
are vigilant, with alert, black painted eyes that seem to miss nothing.
The eyesare honed from cedar,yet so sensitive are we to the power of
reputation that these wide eyeshave an effect on us.The decision to
paint eyesthat seem to seemembers of a tribe exploitsthe fact that the
more people know that they are being watched, the more charitable
they become. Cooperation kindled by indirect reciprocity has led to
an arms race when it comes to establishing one's own reputation and

discerning the reputations ofothers.
No wonder that George Orwell'sBig Brother, the dictator of Oceania,

was alwayswatching the citizensof the totalitarian state,or that religions
contain the idea of an omnipresentGod who "seesthrough everything."
Or indeed that the symbol ofmoral pressure is the ever-watchful eye in
heaven.For millennia, this linkbetween behavior andbeing observed has
been usedby religions to maketraditional societies morehonest and fair.
Theyremind us that our actionshave consequences.

Just the thought that weate being observed is verypersuasive. One
can even think of conscience, our inner sense of right and wrong, as a

gaugeof how we will be viewedby others. Even twoeyespots on a com-
puter screen background areenough to boost generosity. Indeed, the
electricalactivity recorded emanating from the scalpof normal subjects
has been shown to regisrermore activity in response to isolated eyes

than it does to full faces.
The effect was neatly illustrated by a little experiment carried out

at Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne in the UK. The com-
mon room in the university'spsychology department had an "honesty
box"inwhich fifty students, staff, and academics were asked to pay for
tea, coffee, and milk. The system had been operaring for many years,
so usershad no reason to suspect they were being used as guinea pigs
in anexperiment. Over tenweeks, the researchers placed a sign on the
door of the cupboard wherethe honesty box sat above the kettle and
coffeemaker.
Pictures of flowers alternated on a weekly basis with pictures of

eyes-male or female, alwayslooking directly at the observer. The
expressionsranged from alert and watchful to manic. Every week rhe
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money collected in the honesty box was counted up. On weeks when

the eyes image was shown, takings were almost three times more than

during the flower weeks. The eye pictures were probably influential

because rhey made the coffee drinkers fret about whar others would

think of them. There's evidence that a robot with large, humanlike eyes

can have the same effect. The eyes seem to make us mote aware that if

we advertise we are good, we improve our chances of being helped at

some future date.
Manfred Milinski and the economist Bettina Rockenbach described

the remarkable nested effects of gaze on the watcher and the watched:

"Observer Alice should rake into account that the behavior of Bob

(the observed) changes and therefore should conceal her watching; Bob

should be very alert to faint signals of being watched by Alice, but

he should avoid any sign of having recognized Alice's watching when
switching from selfish to altruistic behavior. He should avoid turning

his gaze in the direction of the recognized observer. On the other hand,
as soon as Alice sees that Bob has recognized that he is being observed,

she should eventually not reward the observed altruistic behavior."

Examples of this observer effect can also be found in nature. Take,

for example, the cleaner fish we encountered in chapter 1. The cleaner
wrasse gets its dinner by plucking parasites off the bodies of its "client"

fishes, even from inside the mouths. The fish grooms its clients in the
friendliest way when other clien t fish watch, but without an audience it

is sorely tempted to nibble off pieces of its client's skin. In a similarway,

experiments reveal that in a so-called Dictator game, where a person

has to give away money to another, the amount they share drops by 50
percent if the recipient is unable ro identify the donor.
When people behave in a charitable way, it reveals much about the

fact that their behavior has been honed down the generations byances-

tors wanting to make a good impression whenever they find themselves

in circumstances where they suspect they are being watched. Thisne~d
to impress was felt as keenly in a close-knit hunter-gatherer clan as 10

today's surveillance society. As we are about ro see, the knowledge that

our behavior is being observed-or that it may be observed-<:ould
provide policy makers with new leverage ro deal with climate change.
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HARNESSING REPUTATION

Wordshavea longer lift than deeds.
-Pindar

A simple message has already emerged from my research on the

Tragedy of the Commons. Whenever individual behavior is relevant to

the public good, it should itself be made public to help avert tragedy.

Advertising is critical. When playing a public goods game, others have

to know that you are doing your bir for the world. Only rhen can an
individual's regard for his or her own reputation be fully exploired.

With my colleague Thomas Pfeiffer I rried to fleshour some examples

of whar rhis would mean for the ultimate Tragedy of rhe Commons,

climate change. We need new ways to advertise how people behave.

Domesric appliances already carry energy ratings. This idea should be

extended as broadly as possible. Energy cosrs of individual households
could, for example, be published by local newspapers. Companies

could be ranked according to rheir emissions and their invesrments in

climate protection. In America, where gas guzzlers persisted long afrer

Europe and Japan, where new technology allowed them to be replaced

by more efficient engines, stickers could be used to mark out rhe pol.

luting vehicles with pitiful efficiency.
The bottom line of Out experience with automobiles is that it is not

enough to develop clean technology, we have to encourage people to

use it too, just as Hardin realized long ago. Certain cars could have

mandatory stickers, similar to those used on cigarettes, such as WARN-

ING:THIS CAR IS HIGHLY INEFFICIENT; ITS EMISSIONS CONTRIBUTE TO LUNG

CANCERANDHAZARDOUSCLIMATECHANGE. Exposing who on your block
or in your office uses the most energy might be a good incentive for

everyone to reduce their carbon footprint.
Although these rypes of policies could raise issues related to privacy

rights, the potential gainsfor the environment could be great. In the surn'
mer of 2006 there was an extreme drought in my hometown and every'
onewas repeatedly asked to cut water consumption. Ir was no longer legal
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to water our gardens. But then it emerged that thirry of the one thousand

houses in my town consumed a significant fraction of all the water in the

neighborhood. The local newspaper ran anarticle with the headlineexpos-

ing the "thirsty thirry." The article read: "We know that five of the top 30
(and two of the top three) reside on Stratford Way. Two live on Weston

Road, two on Sandy Pond Road, two on Tower Road and none live in

North Lincoln. At leasr 6 of the top 10 have in-ground pools and one also
has a whirlpool. Another has a hot tub but, alas, no pool. Most ofthe top

10 have either fiveor six full bathrooms plus at least two half bathrooms."

Many of the citizens of my town could figure our who the water

hogs were. And if the water hogs realized this, I am sure that theymade
plans to cut their consumption accordingly. It srruck me as an inter-

esting example of how to make people cooperate. Knowing who uses
what resources will allow those who contribute to reap repurational

benefits, helping to compensate them for the costs they incur.When

people publicly display their commitment to conservation, it is likely

to increase the social pressure on free riders to do rhe right thing. A
realignment of the internal compass of millions of individual minds

can do much ro augment government policies.
Many organizations are already becoming wise to this way of think-

ing. Hybrid cars such as the Toyota Prius have easily recognizable

designs, which in effect advertise their driver's commitment to cleaner
energy. Volunteers to environmental cleanup days receive T-shirrs

advertising their participation. In a scheme run by a local electriciry
company that was adopred by my colleague David Rand, if you chose

to pay more to tap into electricity generated by alternative means, such

as wind, you were given a "gone green" flag ro plant in your garden.

Like it or not, billions of us are involved in the very real gameofglobal
warming. Even if we avert dangerous shifts in the global climate,we are

still likely to facemore extremes in climate and weather in the short term.

Droughts, torrential downpours, heat waves, and floods are likelyto occur

more frequencly. Sea levels will rise, alongwith the risk of extremestorm
surges. Much more can and should bedone ro harness the powet of repu-

tation to encourage us to cooperate to averr dangerous climate change.

This is one public goods game that none of us can afford to lose.
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